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Edison and the Airship.
'::: from Mr. EdlBon's recent
birthday manifesto his friends should
labor with him earnestly on the subject of airships. To those who have
faith In the unimpaired powers of the
modern wizard nnd take no stock In
the notion that he has shot his bolt
as a worker of marvels it would appear that all that is needed to Insure
the speedy advent of the long dreamed of era of aerial travel is to
Mr. Edison of the utility of
starting It. Mr. Edison was 60 years
old recently. In the course of some
occasional remarks on his own career
and his plans for the future he Incidentally expressed his belief that In
time we shall have airships Balling
0 feet or so above ground along the
lines of our roads, avoiding conflicts
In the air In this way. "If," added the
Inventor musingly, "I could convince
myself that the alrBhlp would prove
useful, I would have a try at it
Mr. Edison, who, we trust, has
Jiii

con-Tinc- e

my-elf- ."

not yet struck 12 as an inventor, certainly should "have a try at It." There
should be no doubt whatever of the
varied utility of the arrival of the
dirigible airship as a fashionable and
practical means of pleasure and locomotion. For instance, suggests the
Milwaukee Sentinel, the advent of a
real airship craze must at once eliminate from automobiling (to the great
advantage of the sport, the trade, and
the Innocent bystanders) that dangerous class of scorchers and featherbrains generally, who would eagerly
betake themselves to the new fad as
something particularly novel, excluBy transfersive and spectacular.
ring their breakneck operations from
the public highways to the ambient
air a great source of vexation and
peril would be removed.
Let Mr.
Edison go ahead, and make somo
Amends for the musical phonograph.
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Author Tells of Horrors Endured by
the Natives.
ALL.

Very black Is the picture of Conge
life drawn by K. D. Morel In his newly published book, "Red Rubber." He
says: "Out there In the forest, the
broken man through the long and terrifying watches of the night what is
his vLta In life? Unending labor at
;
the muzzle of the Alblnl or the
no pause, no rest. At the utmost, if his fortnightly toil of rubber
Is sufficient. If leaves and dirt have
not mingled In too great proportion
with the Juice, he may find that he
has four or five days a month to
spend among his household.
If so,
he will be lucky, for the vines are
ever more difficult to And; the distance to travel from his village greater. Then the rubber must be taken to
the white man's fine station, and any
number of delays may occur before
the rubber worker may leave the station for his home. Four or five days'
freedom per month that is the very
maximum he can expect.
Five days
to look after his own affairs, to be
with his family, and always under the
shadow of the sentry's rifle. But how
often In the year will such good fortune attend him ?
"Shortage on one occasion only will
entail the lash, or the chain and detention worse, perhaps, if the white
man has a fever or an enlarged spleen
that day. And If he flinches! If, starting from an uneasy sleep there In the
forest, when shapes growing out of
the darkness proclaim the rising of
another day, he wakens to the knowledge that his basket Is but half full,
and that he must begin his homeward
two days' march betimes not to miss
the roll call, his heart fails him, and
he turns his face away, plunging
further Into the forest, fleeing from
his tormentors, seeking only one thing
blindly to get away from his life
and all that it means what will hap-

MANKIND SUBJECT TO
RANNY OF FASHION.

One Farmer Is in No Way Bother
by the Auto.

TY-

Impossible in This Day and Generation to Dress as One Pleases
The Despairing Cry of
One Woman.

"Well enough he knows. Has he not
seen the process with his own eyes?
Father, mother or wife will pay for
the backsliding In the hostage house.
And whither shall he flee? The forest encompasses him on every Bide,
the forest with its privations by day,
Its horrors by night. There he must
live, seeking such
nourishment as
The Penal Sciences.
roots and berries will afford.
Shall
now he gain some
The University of Toulouse
other village in the hope
grants a certificate of studies in the that, it may be a friendly one? But
penal sciences. The course leading to there the sentry will be also, a&d his
this has been organized by the facul- doom as a deserter is sure."
ties of law and of medicine, and the
Why "a Canard?'
subjects in which instruction is given
Does anyone know the origin of the
are the penal law and procedure, penal word "Canard," a duck,
as moaning a
science. Ideas of legal method, and of false report, especially in a newspa
medicine in general. Students are ad- per? I came upon the explanation
mitted from either the law or the med- only recently, says a writer in Vanity
ical department, and instruction Is Fair. It is this. About 1860 a French
given by both faculties, assisted by ex- journalist, being hard up for cows,
perts. This Is supplemented by practi- wrote an amazing story in a leading
cal demonstrations of criminological Paris journal to the effect that he had
fattened 20 live ducks, and
data submitted to the classes. With kept and being
day
one
he
short of duck-foothe multiplication of these certificates, killed one, chopped it up, and dlstrl
remarks the New York Post, we may buted it among the other 19. The folexpect to Bee a great increase in the lowing day he slaughtered another
number of experts in criminal juris- bird, and the 18 ducks ate it up. So
prudence. It remains to be seen what he went on from day to day, until
effect they will have on the length of there was only a solitary duck left
which had, of course, assimilated most
murder trials.
of the other 19. The enterprising
Some excitement was created in a press gentleman then related that he
Berlin street the other day by a Turk had this last duck for his own dinner,
thus practically eating the score of
who ran after the Kaiser's automobile,
shouting "Imperator tschok yascha" birds at one meal. The amazing yarn
the round of the papers at the
(Long live the emperor). The motor went
time, and formed the origin of the
did not stop, but the man was taken term "canard" for a thumping big
in charge by policemen and led to story.
the royal palace, where an official
Hotel Ways Abroad.
questioned him (he could not speak a
Hot water is not "laid on" (piped)
word of German), and received the petition he wanted to hand to the kai- at foreign hotelB, says the Travel
ser. He proved to be the owner of a Magazine. If you hear a gentle tap
in the morning you may
sawmill, which had been craftily taken on the door
interpret It as meaning that a copper
from him. Aged 70, and doomed to a ewer of hot water has just been set
life of poverty, he had appealed for down outside for your personal use.
justice to the sultan, who, however,
If you order a bath It will be prehad paid no heed to him; whereupon pared for you accordingly, and a sweet
Hussin undertook the Journey to Ber- voiced maid will give you notice when
lin to Implore the aid of the kaiser, it is ready. You are not expected to
who is considered in Constantinople a operate the water valves at all, and
sort of guardian saint since his ori- it is doubtful if you would succeed if
ental tour, during which he promised you tried.
From a variety of vacant rooms at a
bis assistance not only to Turkey as
shown you you select the one
hotel
whole, but to every individual Mus- you
prefer, with a definite agreement
sulman.
as to price. You are not required to
Joshua Pisa, of the Isthmus of Pan- accept humbly and thankfully, in blind
whatever room the clerk deigns
ama, and one of the greatest pearl faith,
to assign to you as In America. It 1b
visiting
merchants of the world, is
expected, however, that you will order
Washington.
He owns valuable con- your breakfasts at the hotel, being
cessions granted by the Panamanian free to get your other meals elsewhere
government whereby he has almost a If you prefer.
monopoly of the valuable oyster beds
Old Time Astronomer.
of the Pearl islands that are situated
"Old Moore," under whose name alin the Pacific ocean T6 mlleB from the
city of Panama. He ships his pearls manacs and prophecies have been appearing regularly for generations, was
mostly to Paris.
aot a charlatan. His name was Henry
He was a bookseller of
Chicago Is to have a millinery union, Andrews.
year
and members of the Four Hundred London and, according to an old.
book, "his prophecies were
support.
If
promised
their
there have
laughed at by himself us by nWWor-ithe movement spreads in the hair- shlpful Company of Statlo
fur
dressers' establishments, some com- whom he mai.ufactured thei K in or- with
be
effected
to
promise will bave
der to render Moore's alman M salahlu
the union about keeping the custom- among the Ignorant, In w hesweyes u
ary supply of "rats" in the various lucky hit covered a multltud sT if bluuAndrews "had a very .extradera."
hops.
ordinary genius for astronomy and
men in was greatly esteemed for his integrity
f
One of the
California is Mayor Frank Mott, of and modesty by every scientific man
He refused a position with who was personally acquainted with
Oakland.
,
a big corporation at $16,000 a year that him."
be might remain mayor of Oakland
Perfsctly Simple.
at $3,500. His term of office will exSpeaking with a young lady, a genpire in three months, but there Is tleman mentioned that he had failed
little or no doubt as to bis
to keep abreast of the scientific advance of the age.
"For Instance," he sail, "1 doii't
Tbe work that Count Bonl once
at all how h incandescent elecknow
to
confined
is
to
efforts
do
threatened
light is produced."
to make it as unpleasant as possible tric"Oh,
It Is very simple)." said the
for Anna Gould unless she relents in lady. "Yot; Just torn a button and the
money matters.
light appeals at oee." sJt'U) tUou-i

c

"No; I can't say as them automobiles bother me much," replied the old
I,ong Island farmer, when the question was put to him. "They did bothe
me for a year or two, but then I
my hired man."
Hut what had he to do with It?"
"I discharged him nnd got another
one who had the Interests of hu
employer at heart."
"Yes; and what?"
"I left the whole matter to him. Ho
seemed to know just what was wanted
and I didn't Interfere. Now and then
I saw him digging
a ditch across tbe
road to keep the water out of the gulden, and now and then saw an auto
strike the ditch and turn a somersault, but I didn't ask any questions.
Jf they wanted my team to haul the
auto to town It was five dollars. If
anyone with a broken leg stoppe I
with me the charge was ten dollars
a week.
"Now and then the hired man would
go out of an evening with a big coll
of rope on his back.
never asked
or to
whether he was going
tie up some cow. If he stretched it
across the highway, and an auto went
sailing ten feet high and came down
with a plump. I wasn't peeking out of
the window to see. I think he was
sometimes absent-mindeand left the
old wagon In the middle of the road of
a night. I'd be woke up by a crash
and the swearing, but 1 wouldn't get
up till some one knocked on the door
and said that two felltrs had ben
smashed to pulp.
machines
"Oh, no; them skldoo
don't worry me any. They don't worry
any farm r who has got the head on
him to piok out the right kind of a
hired man. Just let him know that
you don't mn to things with wheels
on 'em and then leave him alone. If
he's got your Interests at heart the
autos will quit coming your way after
about a month. They know when
they've got enough."
'

cap-gun-

pen?

QUEEN'S COA T OF ARMS

d

Clothes and all their little accessories are without doubt the Invention
of the devil, says John Lane in the
Fortnightly Review. The other day I
was at a garden party, nnd there 1
realized, as perhaps never before, the
appalling nature of the top hat. In
towns one accepts It as one does motor omnibuses and traction engines,
but when it meanders among trees
and does the polite with sloppy Ices
antl tea that spills its way to Its destination one's soul cries out against It.
The Achilles heel of a man Is his
hat. He must guard that as he does
his reputation, for it is at once his
strength and his weakness. It would
hurt nn archbishop less in the eyes
of the public to commit a crime than
to wear his hat on the back of his
sacred head.
It Ib the aim of all human creatures
to look alike. If it were not so each
would dress as he pleased. As It Is we
spend half our life trying to look like
everybody else. To be conspicuous is
nearly a crime, and for this reason we
so frantically pursue the fashions.
Eve is probably the only woman on
record who could dress Just as she
pleased, and for that reason she Is the
on'.y woman we know of since the
world began who had leisure to cultivate her mind.
To think of the amount of time a
woman wastes on her clothes! Why,
if men were to spend M much time at
their tailors or buying their neckties
the world's work would never be done.
When one looks back on one's II fe
one's feminine life it is melancholy
to realize how much of one's troubles
are owing to one's clothes.
I remember the despairing cry of a
woman looking hopelessly through her
wardrobe: "I should have been a better woman If I had been born with
feathers!" How well I know just
what she meant! She was examining
disconsolately a shabby white satin
dress the kind of satin that betrays
its plebian cotton origin. "I wish 1
were a guinea hen with respectable
speckled feathers!" she cried, as she
gave a discouraged slam to the wardrobe door. "Then I wouldn't use up
of my intellect getting the wrong things cheap!"
Sunday clothes are the most tyrannical In the world. It takes a heroic
woman to go to church in anything
but her best. Subconsciousness is the
precious faculty bestowed on a privileged few of hearing the sermon and
at the same time studying hats. I
have known a tulle dress the Bweet-es- t
and most innocent looking thing In
the world to go out on an Icy cold
winter night would go, you know!
and kill the girl inside.
I assure those feminine pioneers
who clamor for their rights that above
everything else they should demand
equality of pockets. Try to imagine
a man doing his errands with a purse,
handkerchief and shopping list in one
hand, and the tail of his skin in the
other, his umbrella under one arm,
meanwhile making an effort to keep
his head clear for business problems,
and at the same time keeping a wary
eye out for motors. He couldn't do It!
If the worthy ladles who have so much
enthusiasm, and who will Interrupt
our great orators while they are busy
being eloquent would only demand a
law requiring every woman to have
16 pockets what a splendid service
they would do their bothered sex.
three-quarter- s
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BOOKS WRITTEN

IN BLOOD.

Real Curiosities in the University of
North Dakota.

Each contented him
with the final version of King
George III., but a change was mad by
(iieen Victoria.
The tenet that the royal am s beInsignia Not Hereditary as Generally long only and exclusively to thfc sovSupposed
ereign dates back to the reign of
Ruler of England Is
All the other
I., If not beyond.
Supreme on Matters of
members of the royal family bear the
Armorial Ensigns.
loyal arms "differenced" by maiks of
How this differencing
London. To those who look with distinction.
scorn uion a modern grant of arms,
ns effected In early times Is not
no less than to those who are unaware l.nown, though what was the particuthat the royal arms are not hereditary, lar difference employed In each case
and that each member of the royal there are plenty of records to show.
family is supposed to receive a war- In modern times, at any rate since the
rant personal to himself or herself, Stuart dynasty, It has been doi.e by
it will come as a startling shock to means of royal warrants under the
learn that her majesty, Queen Alex- sign manual and privy seal of the sovandra, has recently received a grant ereign. Anciently the difference narks
of arms. To be more exactly precise, were two either a "bordure" or a
the king has Issued a warrant "to give "label." For a long time past the
and assign unto our dearly beloved label has been exclusively used. The
lubel, which is now always white, Is
a straight bar acrosB the top of the
thleld, from which hang three (or
sometimes five) points. These points
are perfectly plain for the heir apparent, but for all other members i, f the
royal family they are charged with
different objects, of which a multitudinous variety have been callet Into
use.
These labels are placed upon the
shield and upon each of the supporters, and In the case of princes upon
the crest also; princesses, of course,
have no crest.
Not only are such warrants Issued
for those who by blood descent are
members of our royal family, but
sometimes also for those who only enCoat of Arms of Queen Alexandra.
ter the royal family by alliance. Such
consort," whom his majesty styles "A a warrant was Issued by Queen VicLady of Our Most Noble Order of the toria for the late prince consort, and
Garter" . .
"Arms, Crown and the royal arms of this country differenced by a label quartered
lth the
Supporters."
The law wMi.li poverns the royal arniB of Saxony were what was asarms in this country bears little If any signed to him in the warrant. A of
relation to the law controllng the his descendants except the king n tnin
upon their shield,
armorial ensigns of subjects, and, the arms of Saxony upon
nn inesoutch-eon- .
though more rigid In Its rules, it never- but bear the coat
As above stated, King Edward
theless closely follows upon the old
customs and rules conformed to by VII. has now issued a warrant tor
the Bourbons when France was roy- Queen Alexandra, and this warrant reROYAL GRANT RECENTLY
BY KING EDWARD.

MADE

Knd William IV.

slf

d

alist.

The cardinal rules lying at the base
Books written in good red blood, of royal heraldry are first that the
years
old, the letters king can do anything in such matters
now nearly 300
still clear and plain, Is a sight well by merely declaring his pleasure by
worth going miles to see. There are means of a formal royal warrant, and
but few such books ;ft in the world. second, that the royal arms as such
One of the best collections of these are not personal and are not heredigreat tary, but are the emblems of the undyIs now Bafely lodged In the
Scandinavian library of the Uni- ing sovereignty of the realm.
versity of North Dakota, Grand Forks.
The sovereign can nt any moment
They are not written in human blood,
declare by warrant what the royal
for such was not the custom in the arms shall be for
the future, and
,
island
of Iceland, though
frozen
this is usually done ImmeOx
come.
whence these volumes
diately upon ascending
throne, and
blood was used, for this was the only-In- a subsequent change the
but
seldom ocIn
early
at that
this northern curs, such changes do happen.
time
There
land. The books are bound in rough were no less
than three changes In
strips of beech wood, reenforced with the reigns of George
III., George IV.,
brass and iron clasps. The paper is
faded and brown, but the curious old
Norse letters, carefully penned with
a goose quill, are still distinct and
GIRL MAY PLAN WARSHIP.
clear, although the bright crimson of
the blood is somewhat dimmed. These Boston Maid Graduates
with Honor as
volumes are all on religious subjects,
Naval Architect.
and consist of psalms, Bible verses
1

far-off-

k

and spiritual teachings.
Boston. There Is one girl who may
They are very precious books, after
look the part of a secretary for some
their long wanderings with the Ice- home for stray
cats, but who Is buildlandic immigrants from Iceland to
ing battleships. She Is Miss Lydla
Canada, and from Canada to North
Gould Weld, of a famous and wealthy
Dakota. But at last they are at home;
eld New England family. She is emin their adopted land, even as the Ice- ployed
by the Newport News Shiplanders of the state, and the thou- building
sands of Danes, Norwegians and company. and Dry Dock Construction
Swedes are at home in this new comWhen Just budding into womanhood
monwealth.
Miss Weld concluded to be of seme
use In the world. A little story Is told
Made the Saw.
concerning Miss Weld and Mrs. Lucia
boy
grandfathstood beside his
The
Ames Mead, sometimes termed "a
er, his eager eyes intent upon the lit- temporal
vice regent of the Prince of
tle yellow violin which the old man's
Once I met a man who was lured busy fingers were Bhaping and finishfrom the joys of Piccadilly, just as he ing. "But you can't finish It, grandstood in frock coat and top hat, to a father," Bald the land in despair.
rural retreat, five miles from a rail- "You can't make those little S places."
way station. "Goodby," he said, in an
"Why can't I make 'em?" demanded
impolite burst of rapture. "I fear my the grandfather crisply.
nasoul has not been In harmony with
"Because you haven't a saw fine
ture. "Don't blame your soul," I said enough for that."
as we shook hands; "your soul was all
"Then I'll make a saw," said the old
right, but you had on the wrong hat." man. And he did make it.
Years afterwards that boy, grown
A Youthful Ulysses.
to be a
violinist, underA Grecian boy, ten years old, whose stood that his own mastery, not only
name requires 23 letters In the spelli- of the violin, but of many of the prob
ng; of it, arrived in St. Louis, name lems of his life, was largely 4ue to
iuirt all, after journeying alone more the force with which that one sentence
than 7,000 miles.
took possession of his mind.
When he reached Union station
The world is full of people who "go
there was a tag on his coat which so far and then give out." But the
showed that Konstantenos Argeropu-logreat achievements of life both In ma
(the nffme) was bound for the terial and In spiritual things are
home of his father, Nicolas Argero-prtlos- , reached by those whose faith falls
MISS LYDIA GOULD WELD.
413 South Broadway,
"and not at the last crisis, and who go on
(Building Battleships Is Hobby of
see
please
officials
he
would the
that
bravely and "make the saw."
This Boston Girl.)
reached his destination?"
Konstantenos was unable to speak
Girl the Nation Is Proud Of.
Peace." Miss Weld had announced
a word of English, but he received
One of the first places we visited In her intention of learning to build batmuch attention on the train from Bos- Syracuse, N. Y., was the "Mary Eliza- tleships. Mrs. Mead was horrified.
ton to St. Louis and kind passengers beth" candy
manufactory, through
"My dear Miss Weld," declaimed
fairly overloaded him with good which we were most courteously Mrs. Mead, "one battle ship costs as
things to eat.
shown by the mother of the famour much as an entire university. One is
The boy sailed from Piraeus, young lady whose story Is well knowc educatioual and the other Is totally
ago.
Greece, about three weeks
St. now. A certain prominent and sup- destructive. 1 am astounded."
Louis Republic.
posedly wealthy judge of Syracuse
"My dear Mrs. Mead," responded the
died, and when his estate was settled girl, "your mathematics are correct,
Maintaining Chinese Students.
up It was found to be so involved that but I question your logic. Frequently
Owing to the frequent complaints there was no income.
His children there are occasions in the onward
sent to Peking by the Chinese minis- began to be seriously embarrassed, march of civilization when one good
capltalB
of Europe but "Mary Elizabeth" a granddaughters In the various
battleship, properly handled, Is worth
and America concerning the Irregular- ter who, In the prosperous days, had more to God and humanity than 40
ity of fees granted to government-supportebecome an expert in making choco- average universities."
Chinese students abroad, and lates, came to the rescue. She began
President Orcutt of the big Newport
on the recommendation of 8ir Chen-tunto make candles, and the family all News company is proud of his fair emLiang Cheug. K. C. M. 0., the turned in and helped. From smallest ploye,
and says that he hopes his comChinese minister to the United States, beginnings, and after many struggles, pany will get
the contract for the
for the uniform allowance to these they have built up a thriving business,
"
If he doeM, Miss
students, the Chinese rjovernment has, have a force of employes, adequate Weld, a frail, gently-breNew Engafter due Investigation Into the mat- machinery, and get a dollar a pound land girl, will bave the proud dlstlnc
ter, drawn up riles fixing their fees, for delicate confectionery, unrivaled tlon of making all the working plans
Including medical expenses and all: beneath the stars for purity and cleanfor the greatest, most powerful, fastNow, that's the
StudentB in England, 4:192 in a year; liness In making.
est and most terrible upholder of
:,
gold
la
In
In
girl
proud
a
America
of!
In the Un'Jed Steles.
kind of
?eaoa the world ever bas kuowu.
or. CI jee. Times.
Weste'a Christian Advocate.

cites that her majesty "shall use and
bear within the Garter our royal
impaling the royal arms of Denmark
surmounted by our crown." The supporters assigned to the queen In the
warrant are "Dexter, a lion guardant
or, crowned proper," and "Sinister, a
savage wreathed about the temples
and loins with osk, and supporting in
the exterior hand a club all proper."
This latter Is one of the Danish supporters. The king also permits the
queen to use his crown. This crown,
by the way, is a fiction. It has no' real
existence, and the warrant will not
affect the crown her majesty wears,
which Is a small one, entirely of diamonds.
The crown the queen wore
at the coronation was of another
s

RELIC OF OLD ROMAN

DAYS.

Ingenious
Urn for Heating
Water
Found in Ruins of Pompeii.
New York. There has recently
been added to the Naples Museum a
splendid
collection
of objects of
antiquity dug up from the ruins of
Pompeii.
The one here produced is
an excellent example.
Archaeology
has been able to piece together an
almost entire picture of the uses of
these beautifully designed urns In
Roman times wine was always, mixed
with water.
The host would ask his friends how
they would like to have it. Some preferred to have their wine cooled, and

well-know-

s

d

"Skeered-o'-Nothln'.-

Dug from Ruins of Pompeii.

snow or snow water was put into the
wine. Here Is where we have the advantage over a Roman In our modern
refrigerating methods, which enable
us to have ice at all seasons without!
regard to the product of the winter:
But a custom among the Romans,
which nowadays seems strange to us,'
was the admixture of hot water with
the wine.
Special vessels were adopted for
heating or keeping the water hot, and
they were very often of very beautiful
and elaborate design.
There are
many and very Ingenious varieties of
these urns, each one possessing a
space for the hot water, a tube or
other receptacle for hot coals, and a
tap. Besides their chief use of heating water for mixing with wine they
could be used also for cooking ovens.
Great numbers have been dug up in
Pompeii and Herculaneum, where In'
the days of their priau- they must
have formed beautiful table
ornaments.
It Is not probable that the
artistic Impulse will lead to the reproduction of these beautifui ancient
models.

Red

River

RED RIVER.

Prospector
NEW MEXICO.

Ancestral Silver.
Among people of conservative habit
and In this class must be placed
the old families both of New England
nnd oV the south the wedding silver
Is still regarded as the meat Important of wedding presents. The choice
of It usually falls to the parents of
the bride or of the groom, or to sonio
other near relative, and Is rlghtlv regarded as a delicate task. For years
"silver bullion the raw material of th
family silver has been very cheap.
Three years ago manufacturer!) were
able to buy It for less than 50 cents
an ounce. Since then there has bee:i
a slow but steady advance and the
recent resumption of the purchase o?
sliver bullion by the United States
government has been followed by tho
ralBlng of the price to 67 cents. Tim
general belief Is that It will go still
higher. The Immediate result of thin
cdvancc is an increasing tendency to
revert to the old custom of makln.:
silver the principal wedding gift, a.
custom which has suffered somewhat
of late yearB from the growing competition of attraction in other fields
It Ib a rule of human nature thM what
J8 cheap Is never valued at Its real
worth; and cut glass, furniture, pictures nnd rugs have won a large shar
of the honor that once belonged ti;
sllvor alone. The reversion to the
older fashion is not unpleasing. Silver 1b beautiful in Itself, and It Is
durable. Neither time nor use havn
any deleterious effect upon It, Llko
every other human thing, it shows tho
effect of wear; but If it was well designed and has been put to no ignobln
UBe, age serves only To give It an adili

cd

charm.
The good old family silver, Hko those who owned it takes on
new grace and dignity vlth the passing years. And yet. sayB the Youth's
Companion, there is family alive?
which makes the owner wisii that tho
donor had chosen glass or china Instead, for that might have got
broken. Things cheap and tawdry in
design concessions to some passing
fashion become burdens because c
Tiiose wjq
their very durability.
choose what is to become family silver for others should remember Naj
poleon's remark: "Ancestors?
havq
none, but I myself am an ancestor."
1

The 'Weaker Sex."
Old women and new
woman. It
makes no difference. This cry about
the feminine lack of courage and
strength is out of date. A few months
ago Evelyn Walsh, daughter of the,
Colorado multimillionaire, was almost
killed in a motor accident. Her life
hung by u thread for weeks and she
was taken to her old heme in Colorado as a last resort. There the bracing air cured her, and one day last
week she stepped into her motor car
and reeled off 15 miles in 20 minutes.
No fear there. And as for strength,
Mary Wheatland, aged 72, Is giving
exhibitions in England of fancy swimming and diving in the sea. She has
been an expert swimmer for 57 years.
Hut why go so far afield? Consider
the average woman how she shops
and the society woman how she
dances. And what daring of mere
man, demands the Cleveland Leader,
matches the hardihood of woman !n
defying the weather lest Bhe be false
to fashion? As for the touch and
stamp of the age, when did woman
ever refuse risks for what she greatly desired? It's nothing new for her
;to be venturesome. Courage 1b an
old story as old as her fortitude.
Has she not been compelled to make
.the best and most of man, the most
destructive and dangerous of
The following Is a copy of the epitaph of a watachmaker, written by
himself. In which he la compared to
a watch that hus run down: 'Here
lies, In horizontal position, the
case of George Rltter, whose
labidlng place In that line was an honor to his profession. Integrity was
tn h mainspring, and prudence the
of all the actions of his life.
'Humane, generous, and liberal, hla
hand never stopped till he had
He never went
distress.
wrong, except when
set agoing by
people who did not ..now his key.
Even then he was easily set right
again. He had the art of dispensing
of bis time ao well that his hours
gilded by In one continual round ot
pleasure and delight, till an unlucky
minute put an end to hia existence.
Hla case rests and molders and decays beneath the turf, but his good
works will never die."
out-jsld- e
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NCCLS-8ARTREATMENT
FOR BEST RESULTS.

GREATEST MASS OF THE METAL
THE WORLD KNOWS.

Done In the Right Way, No Housekeeper Need Dread the Approach of the Regular Day
for Washing.

By PROF, W. I. THOMAS,
University of Chlcigo.
TIEFE has boon developed n peculiar code of morale to cover
the peculiar esse of woman. This may le called n morality of
the Krson and(of the bodily habits, ns contrasted with the
Commercial and public morality of man.
Purity, constancy,
reserve anil devotion are the qualities in woman which please
and flutter the jealous male; and woman has responded to1
these demands both really and seemingly.
Without any
consciousness of what she was doing (for oil moral traditions
fall in the iron Mfcl nsveholmneal
roer? ion nf kabftV. i she nets
i
o
"
in the nuimer Which makes her most pleasing to men. And
Always with the rather definite realization before her of what a dreadful
thins 't is to be an old maid she has naively insisted thai her sisters
shall play well within the pome, nnd has become herself the most strict
censor of that morality "vhich has become trudii tonally associated with'
woman. Fonriri the obloquy which the world attaches to a bad woman.
she throws the first stone at any woman who bids for the favor of men
by oversteppirfg the modesty of nature.
We speak of man ns the wooer, but falling in love is realty mediated
by the woman. By dress, behavior, coquetry, modesty, reserve and
boldness, she gains the attention of man, and infatuates liim.
And v.c have also the parados that the same woman can he two things
at different times. There is therefore a hosis of truth in Pope's hard
saying that "women have uo characters at all.'' Because their problem
is not to accommodate to the solid realities of the world of experience
nnd sense, but to adjust themselves to the personality of men. it is not
surprising that they should assume protean shapes.
.Moreover, a man is so affected by the charms of woman, and olTcrs so
easy a murk for her machinations, as to invite exploitation.
flavin?
been evolved largely through the stimulus of the female presence, he'
continues to lie more profoundly affected by her presence and behavior
than by any other stimulus whatever, unless it he the various forms of
jcombat,
From Samson and Odysseus down, history and story recognize
the ease
with which a woman makes a fool of' a man,
incoinpav-blThe male protective and sentimental attitude is indeed
With resistance.
To charm, pursue, court and possess the female involve a train of memories which color all after relations with the wbo'jj
In both animals and men there is an instinctive disposition to enffx.
dure ti great deal from the female. The male animal takes the assaults of the female complacently and shamefacedly, "just like folks.?
I'easants laugh at the hysterical outbreaks of their women, und the "hold,
W unim is a disbod man," is as likely to be henpecked as any other.
turbing element in business and in school to a degree pot usually apprehended.
In her presence' a man instinctively assumes a different attiHe is, in fact, so susceptible as seemingly, almost, to want to be
tude.
rictimied, and, as Locke expressed the matter, "It is in vain to find fault
with those arts of deceiving wherein men find pleasure to be deceived."
cy

aGood health and vigor
are the principal virtues
and that man who has
not these in his make-u- p
stands convicted of sin.
The great virtues of the
future ure to be those of
By RLV. WILLARD THORPE.
health,
of vigor, of
growth in body, mind
and spirit, with plenty
of room for originality and spontaneity. Sin we arc defining more nnd
more in terms of disease, as that which is abnormal, unwholesome, defective, in any part of a man's life.
When I sec a man of splendid physique, standing well, walking well,
(disciplined for all poseible things, able to swim and run and climb and
1 am convicted of
(dance and wrestle and throw and bit the bull's-ey!sin, for I, too, ought iO have been all those things. They arc a part of
the normal life of the body nnd they react upon the whole life of a man.
That is why we are introducing them as manual training into our best
schools
And when, again, I see a man of splendid character, honest to the
depths of his being, brave, with the courage that honesty demands, gen
'erous to others in word and deed, using his strength with single-hearte- d
earnestness to better the condition of his fellows and moving forward,
his face set Godward, lighted with the glory of a sublime faith, then, too,
il am convicted of sin, for that is the normal athletic development of
'the soul and is what I ought to be.
Along these lines new standards of life and success and virtue are
(forming very different from those of the past. The world will never
jagain consent to go to the monastery for its conceptions of religion and
of the idenl life. The abnormality of the monastic life vitiated the wholo
with a
type of religion which it engendered. We look back to it
'shudder. We train our boys and girls to live normal, vigorous,
lives. And the result is already a religion of sunshine penetrating every
dark cranny of life, a religion of hope and trust, casting out the old
shadows of shame and fear; a religion of love, finding goal in everyone
land claiming everyone for the good; a religion free from the old strain
and stress and feverish tension and characterized by the sense of infinite
harmonv
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As the immortal
tump orator remarked, "We have blankets In our
rwadles, blankets In our twilis.
In our
and having
blankets so "prevalent," it ehooves

Vilan-kOt- a

ns to keep-theNow, many

clean.

otherwise excellent
housekeepers dread the annual blanket washing

simply

becau--

e

they

un-

derstand little or nothing of the ai
of blanket scouring, as the
Scotch
call it.
They

usually resort to one or the
other of the two very bad methods,
and either send the blankets to a pub:
lie laundry, where they may be ini fl
'
white and clean, hut Wll' shrink, or they have a washerwoman
in. who ipsets the whole household!
washes the poor blankets very badly,
and leaves them hard to touch, ten;
--

grimy to behold, and some sizes

er than they ought to

:

mail-

bo.

Require individual Care.
If one Ilvej In the country,
where a garden, or field, or good drj
ins ground Is close by an excellently
appointed laundry, a big annual orgio
of blanket washing
may be advantageous, though "1 ban me dints'
about that.
To the ordinary housewife, who ha i
Now,

neither the spare nor the appliance
nor the necessary number of servnitt
It is a far wiser plan to send one bl&l
let to the wah every week, or two
If tho washing is a Ught one. and It
is always neressary on y to wash ono
at a time, otherwise blanket? shrink.
They cannot be treated en masse
hr linen or cotton thlngt are. bill
must be done speedily and thorough,
ly, and dried on a tine hot day. out cl
doors, but not in the hot sun.
1

ered.

Located Near Vienna, In the Duchy
of Styrla. Austria A Solid Mass
of Iron Supply for 1,000
Years. '"

For centuries more or less mining
hen carried on along this mountain slopa, but it Is only within 50 or
60 years that the work has been regularly provecuted on a large scale.
Vienna. This Wcture shows what From 2,000 to 3,000 miners dig these
appears to be a Riant stairway extend- terraces on tho mountainside during
ing up the side of a mountain. Many the summer months, but for three
men have been at w(Lk for more than months In winter work in the open air
a generation carvng the slope of the
mountain aa It appr in the Illustration, and when their ork Is finished
the mountain will hav disappeared.
Tbie is tho famous Srzburg, about
90 miles southwest of Vienna In the
Austrian duchy of Styrli, it is In the
center of the great Iron fining region
of Austria and around it smoke many-blas-t
furnaces, all of the fed by the
ore which this mountainWupplles, for
the Erzberg Is a mass of ), ron ore
more than 5,000 feet In Ifelght. The
ore is extremely rich and Vlelds from
35 to 45 per cent, of pure IVm.
A GIANT STAIRWAY.
There are a few similar masses of
Iron ore in the world, but W many. (Cut from Solid Iron in the Famous
Erzfcferg.)
Near the City of Durango, ll Mexico,
is a small mountain of ore lnd near Is entirely imspended, as the winds
the east coast of Queensland It a small and snowstorms make tho labor too
Island In the Duke group thi,t Is all severe Ud expensive, but the work
iron ore, and It is estimated, that It still poes on In winter, for about 1,000
will yield a total of 2,250,000 ina.
to l.'iOO men are then engaged In unMiners are cutting the qretut of derground mining along the sides of
the Erzberg at the rate of Ctno.OOU the mountain where they have dug
pounds a year, and It Is estlmatd) that deep Into the solid ire.
at this rate it will take them l.noo
Thus the mounta.
is being gradualyears longer to dig the mountain en- ly reduced by lowering Its height and
tirely away. If this estimate is cor- by digging into Its heart and legions
rect there still remains in the Emerg of men will keep at the wo-:- , 'ill the
3,000.000 tons of ore.
mountain has been wiped of the surIn Lapland, along the line ol .the face of the earth and the vast quantiArctic railroad, between Gellivare lind ties of iron It contained have been
the Atlantic railway, is another main- scattered far and wide in
arlous
tain of iron ore, but it Is smaller t&an forms of manufacture.
has

.
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BABY.

week.
She is believed to be tho
largest youngster of her ago In the
state and probably Is one of the
largest year-olinfants on record.

Right Kind of Lr.ther.
soap lather must be preLady of a Year Old Is i
pared from soap jelly made the day Little
Monster.
before, and a little ammonia, either
lump or liquid, must be added to thtfi
Weighted down both in name and
and the blanket allowed to soak foil physique. Grade Mildred
Flora
about a quarter of an hour to extract,
a
laughing, bright
grease.
the
Then It must be kneaded
and squeezed until the dirt is all loosened, and, if necessary, put through
two, and even three, fresh lathers.
The next process is rinsing, which
must be done In warm water, and If
no soft water has been obtainable, a
little ammonia to each rinsing water
A warm

When Oracle was born Bhe was not

remarkably large only 12 pounds
but in two weeks' time the newcomer
began to take on flesh at a marvelous
rate and attracted general notice on
the part of physicians and people gen-- I

clear-sklune-

a great advantage.
rinsing 18 over It Is Important that folding should be even and
exact, and then the wringing through
a machine will act as mangling also.
Shaking well after rinsing, and then
peggint carefully to clothes lines In
the open air, and shaking occasionally
by two persons while drying, are the
final processes, except the "last and
final" stretch between two persons
after they are quite dry, In order to
keep them to their proper size.
Is

When

Chicken Bouchee.

rally.
At first there were lively fears that
the baby .was Suffering from dropsy,
bttt numerous doctors examined the
child carefully and found hereto be
iu perfect health.
When Gracie was nine months old
the scales showed her weight to be almost 40 pounds, and she has since
easily accumulated flesh until a good
part of her present 51 pounds is accounted for by many folds of delicate
an inch and a rjjif in depth thut
lap the limbs and
Gracie Is so heavy thai it will be a
long time before she wil be able to
walk or to balance and carry her own
weight, and If she continues to gain
in avoirdupois in anything like the
way she has done so far her friends
and. like all fat persons, her general
good nature has won her a host of
tbVm are anxiously wondering what
the huge baby's
future will be.
Strange to state. Oracle's mother is of
GRACE GASK ILL.
(One of the Growing Wonders of New frail build and weighs only 120
peunds.
Jersey.)
Mrs. Alary Gasklll, the baby's grandeyed baby, at Mt. Holly, N. J., whoe i mother, however, Is a large woman,
face would be pretty if it were not so nnd proudly declares the child takes
large, is the growing wonder of that after her. There has been talk that
state. The child, which is Just a year (Iracle will be exhibited in a museum.
old. now weighs 51 pounds and is but her grandmother stoutly declares
gaining flesh at the rate of a jKinnd u- ihls will not be done.
flt-s-

s

Here Is a recipe for one of the delicacies of the season. Roll out some
puff paBte about a quarter of an inch
thick, cut out by means of a round
paste cutter as many rounds as are
required, place them in a baking sheet,
and mark the center of each round of
paste with a smaller cutter. Brush
over with beaten yolks of eggs, and
bake for 20 minutes in a fairly hot
oven.
Remove the lids, scoop out
some of the aoft part of each patty
and fill them with minced chicken
mixed with enough white sauce to
moisten the mixture. Replace the
lids, diah up, and garnish wiiJS fried
parsley. If this is done with care it is
not difficult, and it would be a strange
Pays
palate that did not find it delicious.

-

RENTS A BIG DEER FOREST.
$500,000

Yearly for Preserve
Scotland.

one of the noted American millionMr. Phipps' residence in tlds
aires.
city is at 6 Kast Eight
street.

irl

Household Helps.
If freshly cleaned tiles are rubbed
New York Henry Phipps. who ut
over with paraffin they will keep clean an expense of aliout $500,000 yearly,
for a long while.
has rented the Glen Quolch deer forest
A few drops of lemon juice added
Scotland, holds next to Mr. Carnet'ie
In
to scrambled eggs while cooking will
Improve them.
To remove fly specks from Tarnished surfacs use equal parts of
water and skim milk warmed.
Discolored china baking dlshea can
be made as clean as when new by rubbing them with whiting.
Try sharpening the scissors by attempting to cut a large darning needle
for a few minutes.
Glass which has become dusty must
be thoroughly dusted off before It is
cleaned in any other way.

Sawdust as a Fuel.
"Little material goes to waste In
any kind of manufacture nowadays.''
said fius Kissinger, of I.udiugton,
Mich., at the 1'lanklnton house. -- Years
ago tremendous loss was Incurred in
tho sawing of logs, but In many of
the Michigan
sawmills, including
those at l.udlngton and Manistee, slabs
und sawdust ure now of value.
"The dust once collected In sr.. h
quantities us to be a hindrance to
work in the mills. It occupied much
space on the surrounding grounds.
The slabs were piled in all directions.
They were free to anyone who would
be accommodating enough to bum
them awuy by the wugon load.
"After the sawmills had run for
many years salt was discovered and
wells were bored. Now some of the
largest salt 'blocks' In the world aru
along the western coast of Michigan,
and the fuel used in running their ma
chinery comes from the sawmills. In
most cases the owners of the large
sawmills became the owners of the
salt wells, aud the two enterprises are
nut as one plant." Milwaukee Senti- -

!

Common Sense Cold Cures.
out for the coming of colds.
dealings may
Several common-sensBathe the
ward away the microbe.
feet In hot water and drink a pint of
hot lemonade. Then sponge with salt
water and remain in a warm room.
Or, bathe the face in hot water every
five minutes for an hour. Or, sniff up
the nostrils hot salt water every Utree
lours. Or. Inhale ammonia or men- ,
thol. Or, take four hours' active exer-else In the open air. Sixthly, 24 hours
In bed is said to be able to break up
the severest cold.

No one will ever

all

be going
French dealers are putting Ameri- peb s
can labels on their shoes to Insure
If a
lielr sale. They are repaying ua for
to
v
sardines and cottolene with a little
our practice of branding our wines, thing lat
Jong;
French before raising the prloe.

ceed at

suc-

anything ho has
to push himself to do,
and when a mau's performing work that he
ha3 to fight to keep up
an interest in, he had betBy P. LANCIA.
ter change it as quickly
ver of Kictni Automobile.
as possible.
Luck in most things
who sees to it that
man
and
The
precaution.
a matter of care
oiled
will
have
his
bad luck to
and
gear
clean
are
little
its
he pushes through his life's race. Yet a mtn may have every-il.- e
best possible condition for tho race, and when things seem to
iiost smoothly. V vill unexpectedly run into one of those ugly
it no rubber tire made can resist, and "pouff!" goes his tire,
nan has the enthusiastic determination to win, he will not stop
bout what he has to do to "get there," but will take up the first
tand, and do it as troll as he can till something better cesneg

2Raa

far

um0B in

tfr
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Remove Stains from Enameled Pans.
Pill with water and a tablespoonful
of powdered borax and let it boll well;
il.cn scour with soap rubbed on a
coarse cloth, rinse thoroughly and dry.
Damp salt rubbed on the stains will
ai m remove them.
Remove Marking Ink.

Paint tbe mark with solution of
cyanide of potassium, applied with a
As soon as the,
camel's hair brush.
be
Ink disappears the linen should
rinsed In cold water, and then washed
! the usual way.

IS IRON.

the Erzberg, which Is tbe largest Mild
mass of Iron ore rising In the form of
a mountain that has yet been discov-

e

Some of the people of England are
criticising the London Times for being "too American" in tta make-up- .
if lurgcl.
We feel it our duty to say for the;
benefit of those who do not get the his spar!
Times regularly that it has not as yet plait) f
begun to use red ink in Its headlines. thi)

i

WflOLt MOUNTAIN

CARE OF BLANKETS.
Qtttm-bzIm-

(He

HENRY PHIPPg.
Has Rented Glen Quoich
Forest, Scotland.)

Deer

the largest interest In tbe United
States Steel corporation, of which he
Is a director, and he also la a director
of the Carnegie company, of the Van
Norden Trust company and of the
Mellon National bank, of Pittsburg.
He was born In Philadelphia In n:ttl,
and while a boy worked In stone. In
Pittaburg. Subsequently he was bookkeeper for a spike manufacturing
and later became a partner In a
amall Iron mill. The amassing of his
large fortune began after he became
associated in Iron aud steel manufac
turlug with Tbomaa M. and Andrew
Carnegie, and be has been for yejars
con-cor-

i

nel.
Latchkey

as a Source of Trouble.

Ever since some

mechanically

In-

clined person, with an almost diabolical Instinct for making mischief. Invented a form ot spring lock whicli
can be opened on the inside by a knob
and on the outside only by a key there
has been trouble. The latchkey, from
the Aral, has been a domestic storm
center; It has divided family circles
and even broken up homes. London

Telegraph.
Contentment Is Stagnation.
Is better to follow ever tbe shadow of the best tban to remain content
It

with tbe worst

Vfcu

Dyke.

1
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K
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Countess Castellane Musi Give Up
Millions to Retain Her Children

HAD TO U8E

Anna Gould, the countess of
CaBtellane. probably will pay 5,000,-00for her three sons.
Count Boni de Castellane, father
of the children, demands possession
of the children and Rives the daughter
of the first great American millionaire her choice between paying his
debts and giving up her children. Unless she pays the debts the French
court probably will hold that she cannot take them from France without
the consent of the spendthrift nobleman who, since March 4. 1895. when
he married her, has squandered over
$9,000,000 of Jay Could's fortune and
now seeks to mako It $14,000,000 before be will raleaiic her.
That the Goulds tll pay the $5,000,-000- ,
settle the debts uf Hon! de Castellane, even those of the usurers who

Ind., Man's Back Give Out.
R. A. Pugh, transfer business, 2020
B street, Elwood. Ind.. savs:

North

kidney

the rhumluir nf ilnniltln nnif,
sadder, and at the end of the year, when he oame
er.
to the
'nited states to get more
money, he was charged with fleeing
from creditors.
Story Is Trilc
The countess came with him. bringThe story est run je told by years;
b
little girl overbur-- i ing her two sons, the only solace she
the story
h that Jay Gould had, and they had an nrgument on
dened with
id foul means in the ship neither of them knowing
had won I fnii
nd the stock job-- I the American flag when they saw It,
the rallrof
blng mad,
married a French
1pm
near-no- t
le In name and Ig- Million to Save Name.
noble In ali or, tverythlng else ex-tIn 1900 financial troubles were at a
fight with others climax. Castellane had openly slurred
cept his ali
of his rpe
the Ooulds, especially Helen Gould.
On Marc t. 1895, Hon! de Castel- His family openly charged that Anna
't unlileman of France, mar- Gould was "bourgeolse." Bonl was as
lane. s
She had met the reckless as ever. Petit Trianon was
ried Anna OouM.
pink him tffclti dapper Frenchman by Incomplete.
Bonl came to America
special sjW noment of his own of again to get money and failed. The
which ih knew nothing and perhaps countess' chateau at Dumarals was
she had WK him, in a way. Perhaps ordered sold for debt and only an aphe was her Prince peal to her family saved It. Tradesshe drett)
he Frenchman camo to men openly Insulted the Castellanea
Cha mlnCi
f
lived In a back room and dunned them In public. George
Am
ovc ii
sniaker s establishment. and Edwin Gould gave $l,0fQ.000 to
"ip to America to marry save the family pride. Bonl had spent
He he
i d It himself.
mane
And be $:i,000.000, besides his wife's income,
fore li married he asked for a mar-Ha- and owed over $4,000,000.
of $5.000,000 and got 13,- In 1901 the courts took a hand to
000
badn't even met Miss save the fortune of the little AmeriGould when he privately announced can. A receiver was appointed in the
ili
'.. lid marry her.
He had lit-t- l person of her brother George.
The
money, but he was determined to family paid $4,700 000 of Bonl's
debts
H
went to a hotelkeeper and and held the countess' fortune to prowed
explained
Then he moved to one of tect her and themselves. By order of
st hotels in the world and the court the income of the Castel-lane- s
the si'
.i
ittle dinner, and a "friend"
was reduced from $900,000 to
isiei! 'lss Gould to attend. Within $200,000, but they fought in court and
the wedding was arranged. A got the entire Income.
mi later the engagement was
In that year Hon! fought Henri de
The day of the announce- - Roday and shot him In the leg. A'so
r .Tt
Castellane moved to the Wal- - he gave a boar hunt that cost $100,000
8torla and began buying on for the Grand Duke Boris. He enterer.it
tained the king of Portugal.
The day after the wedding the bills
Early in 1903. when Jay, the youngn to pour in.
est baby, was a few months old, tho
ley went to Paris and Bonl de countesB suddenly left the count. It
ellane began spending Jay Gould's was reported that they were esns.
His first great exploit was tranged, but Bonl came to America
and denied this report.
Also lie was
charged with refusing to pay debts of
i

:
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Children May Prefer Father.
The attitude of the children them
selves toward the warring parents if
rather inclined toward the father.
They are more French than American,
having been raised in France and in
such luxury and extravaganve that
they scarcely know the meaning of
money, the thing that has caused all
or almost all the woes of the
American girl who allied her millions
to a doubtful French title.
Their loyalty to their mother Is undoubted, but between America and
France they choose France, because
the older ones have been trained in
French schools, and. deeper than that,
because they have been reared In the
religion of their father. If the choice
lies with them it will lie Franoe and
the Human Catholic church on one
side, and the love of their mother
and money on the other. The coun
tess herself has become almost
French.
The $5,000,000 children are handsome and clever youngsters, and the
youngest, who hears the name of the
great and piratical pioneer millionaire. Is declared to be the handsomest child In Paris. lis portrait has
been painted by the most famous artists of France, and as u baby his beauty attracted attentlou everywhere.
The physical iierfectlon of the children Is marveled at by sociologists
because the mother is undersized, sal
low and Irregular of feature, while the
father Ib small, effeminate, and yet
handsome in his way. He might be
cailed pretty rather than handsome.
it Isn't the Anna Gould of 11 years
ago who Ib fighting for freedom and
her children and willing, perhaps, to
pay the remainder of her naagulflcent
fortune for the privilege of returning
to America with her children. It is
not the Countess de Castellane, leader
of the royalists In Paris, the proud
eat of the proudest society st in the
-

colorn.

A man's
past doesn't Interest
woman as much as his presents.

a

RHEUMATISM
$

After

dark

NEURALGIA

secretions
colored.
l,

rfnntnrtno-

vain, I began using Doan's Kidney
Pills. Three boxes cured me entirely,
and I am glad to recommend them."
Bold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Foster-Mllbur-

honor.
Debts were piling up again and the
Goulds , were stubborn, refusing to
hand out more millions to be thrown
away.
With her three children to comfort
her and keep her busy, the countess
did not care. But in 1904 the real
trouble began, the trouble that changed
the countess and made her a woman
and a mother, instead of the reckless
follower of a more reckless husband.

Unfaithful.
set up a bachelor establishment and the countess began to hear
of "ces dames" the count entertained,
actresses, models, midinettes
the
women he could not invite lo his
home. The countess could do not hing.
Paris would laugh if she paid any attention to them. They were beneath
her. But at last the American woman
was cropping out. Her renewed devo
tion to the children and her more
Boni

Honl

tme

'Prettier Pimmzsi'ST

tha purchase of a site In the famous
AvI Vie Malakoff and to order woi k-- i
hp to reproduce Lo Petite Trainon,

!

AND

Mrs. vrinalow's Hoothlng Hyrap.
For rhtiuirti wetMleft. sofleim ths irnn,, isutire In
i.smiuat.on allas re'n. cures wind mile. Ibe a bonle.

n

That an article may be good as wpII
as chenp, and give entire satisfaction.
Is proven by the extraordinary hale of
Defence Starch, each package cond
taining
more Starch than
can be had of any other brand for the
same money.

ST.
JACOBS

one-thir-

i

L.a--

win.
The children for whom the countess
may pay $l,66t'..ti66 each are:
Roni de Castellane, aged ten years.
George Gould de Castellane, aged
nine.
Jay de Castellane, aged four years
and six months.
Perhaps every mother In the world
has said she would not take a million
dollars for her baby, and now the
Ameri;an girl who became the best
known, if not the most famotiB, noblewoman in Europe through the lavish
misuse of money, has the opportunit;
of buying her children at a price llttl.
in excess of what she paid, only a fev
years ago, for a bed.
If the final payment of $5, "10. 000 If
made, Anna Gould will have paid $2.
689.19 a day for her husband and he
title and her children which even
now she may lose.

were

ODenlv in

g

have preyed off him for rears. Is believed by their friends and by counsel in the case. If the Goulds remain
firm. Count Hon! will ask the court to
forbid the mother to take her children
beyond the jurisdiction of the French
courts. He will plead that If the children are given Into the custody of the
mother they may be taken beyond the
reach of the
rl if the court
uphold
his cr.fMLii
as the lawyers beli-i
the count may

latter and brighter

"Kidney trouble kept
me laid up for a long
time, and when I
Chinese Postal Service Improves.
was able to be up I
Postal facilities In China are rehad to use a cane. ported to bo Improving through the
I had terrible back
service on fast trains between Peking
aches and pain In and Hankow. These are expected to
the shoulders. The make the run In 36 hours.

Tragic Ending of

of three man

world. It is t
ly boys. 8h
wiser us w

PUTNAM FADFXESS BYES cost hnt
per paoknur and color more goods

Weakened Kidneys Made an Elwood,

Sordid Internal u ml Marriage
Paris.

CANE.

.0 cent

Has Choice of Paying Count's Debts or Allowing
Him to Keep the Boy

A

Women Have Pet Snakes.
great many snakes are imp6rted
Into England. There Is a brisk demand for snake pets among rich
ladies. It's a funny kind of pet, perhaps, but they seem to like them, and
get quite fond of them. I suppose
it's because ladles nowadays like the
unusual. Of course, these pet snakes
are all nonpolsonous.
London Morning Leader.
A

The average doctor would die of
starvation If his patients had no more
confidence in lTtm than he has in him-

First Persian Parliament.
The mem hers of the new Persian
parliament will be elected by the
agesvotes of all male Persians between
the ages of 30 and 70 who are able to
read and write, are not in the service
of the state, and have not been convicted

OIL

The Proved Remedy
For Over 50 Years.
Price 23c and 50c

.

of crime.

Woman's Health

A

self.

NERVOUS

COLLAPSE

Sinking Spells, Headaches
and
Rheumatism all Yield to Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills.
Mrs. Lizzie Williams, of No. 410 Cedar street, Quincy, 111., says: "Ever
since I hnd nervous prostration, about
thirteen years ngo, I have had periodical
rpells of complete exhaustion. Tbo doe-to- r
said my nerves were shattered. Any
excitement or nuusuul activity would
throw me into n stnto of lifelessucss.
At the beginning my strength would
Dome back in a moderate time after each
attack, but the period of weakness kept
lengthening until nt last I would lie
helpless as ninny us tbreo hours nt a
stretch. I had dizzy feelings, palpitation of the heart, misery after eating,
hot flashes, nervous headaches, rheumatic jiains in tho buck nnd hips.
The
doctor did mo so little good that I gave
np his treatment, and ronlly feared thut
uiy case was incurable
" When I began taking Dr. Williums'
Pink Pills my appetite grew keen,

my food no longer distressed inc. my
uerves were quieted to u degree that I
hail not experienced for yeur.s Rlld my
strength returned. Tho fainting spells
left ine entirely after I had used the
third box of tho pills, nnd my friends
say that I am looking better than I have
done for the jinst, fifteen years."
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are recommended for diseases that come from impoverished blood such an on luin, rbl
debility and disorders of the
nerves such as neuralgia, nervous pros-- I
nit inn nnd partial paralysis. They have
cured the most stohtxiru indigestion.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills agree with the
most delicate stomach, quiet all nervousness, stir np every organ to do its
properworkand givo strength that lusts.
Sold by all druggists, or sent postpaid,
ou receipt of price, 50 cents per box, six
boxes for $2.50. by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., Lcheuectady, N. T.

W. L. DOUGLAS

$3.50&3.00 Shoes
BEST IN THE WORLD

$4 6i!t Edge line
oannoioe equaueaatanypnos
W.LOougias
tiftoe
W. U

To

depends so much upon her functions,
that the least upset of them affects her
It is the little things
whole system.
that count, in woman's life and health.
The little pains, and other symptoms of
womanly disorder, soon lead up to big
things, serious pains, serious diseases.
It is for just these ordinary, common,
womanly troubles, that the use of a
gentle, strengthening, female tonic, like

WINE

OF

CARDUI
Woman's Relief

has been found so successful, in thousands of cases,
in relieving and curing.
"I had been troubled with
female complaints for 12 months," writes Mrs.
Bettie Arp, of Ballplay, Tenn., "and although ) was
under doctors' care for four months, they did but
little good. I took one bottle of Wine of Cardui
and one dollar's worth of Thedford's
and now I am better.
believe Cardui
saved my life. We are poor people, but I shall
always keep it in the house." It relieves woman's
worst pains and regulates fitful functions. Try it.
Black-Draug-

ht,

1

Oa ten :

IXiiigUt
c
IIoum It the tnoit
WMnpiw in i mi country
Hemljor Catalog

i.

rtlreat

of Ixiuls XIV., home of
be famous Mme. de Maintenon, to
OOpy
the most Infamous, licentious
ebiirl of history. Millions poured into
f
building.
One bed alone cost al-rnosi a million dollars.
Art treasures

anawnw

At All Druggists in $1.00 Bottles
.

WRITE US FREELY

!

and frankly. In strictest confidence, telling all your troubles, and stating
age. We will send you FREE ADVICE, in plain sealed envelope, and a valuable
Book on "HCME TREATMENT FOR WOMEN."
Address: Ladles' Advisory Dept., The

purchased.
Qnq fete given by Honl de Castel-- ;
la
.iwept away a ninth of the yearly

64-pa-

.

iime of bis wife, which was $900,000.
Millions were spent before they
were earned. The girl with an Income
of nearly a million dollars a year was
in debt.
Finds Comfort in Baby.
The countess was not happy but
then Bool was born and came to comfort her. Her husband continued his
wild extravagances until even Paris
marveled.
Millions seemed to have
tinned Ills head. The nursery for his
heir In Petit Trianon was furnished
at the expense of more than the ordinary man makes in a lifetime.
In June of 1897 the Income for the
year was spent. Honl still was buying. He bought from Asher Werthelm.
of 1. 1. mi. in curios for which he could
not pay. This bill luter proved one of
the direct means of his downfai
Among other things that he wanted
was an Italian palace. He bought one
at Veroua at a stupendous price. In
It were 11 ceilings by Tlepolo. and
the count wanted them transferred to
Paris.
It was done and then they
were sold at enormous loss.
The year 189K was marked by
duel with Henri Turot and
his blackballing In the Jockey club.
But still, with her two sons, the little countess was busy and found
solace lh them, even when the extravagances of her husband and his
wild uctiona caused doubt as to his
sanity. His eccentricities and his half
Insane desire for notoriety amazed
even Paris. He planned a riot directed against the president of France at
the races at Auteull, and he and his
wife were among the chief actors In
the comedy-dramwhich cost them a

unattanocga Kieaicine oo., cnauanooga,
FOR EVERYBODY AT ALL PRICfcd.
Bhoes. S3
Mao's Shews. SS to SI. DO. Boys'
11.011.
WS1.W. woraen s D'lofls. $2 uy lo
Misses' Children's Shoos.
25 to fl.OO.
Try V. I.. DoujrliAl Women's. BflMes and
;
Children's sKiwi fur sl le, fit and wear

lenn.

chss

SHOES

they excel other makes
If I could take you into my large

"Ces
impressive

factories at Brockton, Mass. .and show
you how carefully W.L. Douglas shoes
are made, you would then understand
why they hold their shape, fit better,
wear longer, and are of greater value
than any other make.

Qahes

appearance

revealed

a

change.
Still the money went furiously. The
king of Portugal was their guest iTnd
nearly, a quarter of a million dollars
was spent on him during his visit.
The countess had stood much. But
Anally, In 1905, the break came. "Ces
dames" were one thing but a woman
of her own class wsb another. The
name of the Duchess d'Uzes was coupled with that of Casteilaue. The
duchess, in her way, Is as eccentric
as Castellane. The countess suffered
in silence no longer.
She separated
from her husband und then brought
suit for divorce.
The
was the signal for the creditors to pounce down upon Boni. In
France the wife is responsible for
certain debts jointly with her husband
and the creditors feared the Gould
millions would escape.
The Goulds,
having lavished nearly $10,000,000 on
the count, refused to pay more, lioiil,
the mau who had refused to pay debts
of honor, calmly offered to laake

fortune.

terms.

Bonl was becoming ridiculous. He
proved hluiseir skillful at fencing,
bounding one adversary. Kvefi his
uUa was attacked; be was ildicuied

And now unless the creditors are
satisfied, he will use the children as
his lasd weapon and force a

Wherever you live, you can obtain W. I..
Douglas shoe. His name ind price I stumped
on the bottom, which protects you against high
prices and Interior shoes. Take no tubmtl
Ask your dealer lor W. L. Douglas shoes
and Insist upon having them.
Fatt Color tutllt uaea; thry will not a tar hratsu
Write lor Illustrated Catalog ol Fall Styles.
W. L. DOUGLAS, Dept. 12. brock ton, Mass.
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ICE QUARRIED

IN

80ME WIVE8 ARE DIFFERENT.

PREPARE THIS YOURSELF.

THE ALPS.

How to Make the Best
Tonic at Home.

Elood Quiet Cynicism, or Good Honest Row
Which Is the Better?

Swiss Communes Make Money Shipping Glaciers.

Tell

Washington. Ice quarrying la a
new lnduatry that has sprung up In
Switzerland, according to a report received here by the consular bureau.
While blasting Alpine glaciers threatens to destroy some of the magnificence of the scenery, 3wgg communes are making money granting
concessions for quarrying these great
masses of ice for distribution in large
cities of the continent.
According to the Information received here, large sums have been expended constructing Ice slides, or
troughs, In which blocks of Ice,
often of large slue, blasted out of the
glacier are transported to the vicinity of the stations for conveyance, In
carefully refrigerated cars to Lyon,
and other large cities remote from
the Alps.
The method of blasting with black
powder so as to avoid the discoloration and soiling of the ice,
and engineering
ability displayed
In
erecting slides and in providing sufficient friction by means of
curves to avoid excessive speed in
Journey of the Ice
the downward
blockB, are spoken of as examples of
considerable ingenuity and skill.
Glacier Ice, which is perfectly pure
and transparent, and which has many
'qualities greatly appreciated by consumers, commands a higher value
than that of the usual kind obtained
from the surface of frozen ponds or

For those who have any form ol
blood disorders; who want new, rich
blood and plenty of It, try this:
Fluid Extract Dandelion,
sunce, Compound Kargon, one ounce:
Compound Syrup Sarsaparllla, three
one-hal-

f

ounces.

Shake well In a bottle and take in
teaspoonful doses after each meal and
it bedtime. Any good pharmacy can
supply the IngredlentB at small cost.
This is the prescription which, when
made up, is called "The Vegetable
Treatment;" by others, the "Cyclone
Blood Purifier." It acts gently and
certainly does wonders for some people who are sickly, weak and out of
sorts, and is known to relieve serious,
cases of rheumatism
and chronic backache quickly.
Make some up and try It.
Admired Statesman's Stature.

German journalist visiting In
Washington, himself a man of stal
wart proportions, was rather Inclined
to look with something like contempt
on the many undersized statesmen he
saw in the national legislature. But
when Secretary Taft bore down upon
him he gasped In wonder. They were
Introduced and after a short chat the
secretary departed. Just as he disap
peared from the German's admiring
gaze the towering form of CongressA

man Sulloway hove Into view. The
German looked at the New Hampshire
man long and earnestly. "He is bigger than any man in his imperial malakeB.
jesty's Uhlan guards,'' said the forA singular feature in connection
eigner In a tone of chagrin, "and I
with the preparation of the Ice for the
shall write one whole letter about
necfound
market is that It has been
him."
speessary to store It several days In
Where It Hurt Most.
cial warehouses, formed of a double
"Young gentlemen," said the college
thickness of boarding with a stratum
of sawdust interposed, in order to re- president, notwithstanding the fact
IhV. he was addressing the students,
move a coating of frosted or
be
Ice which tends to form "young gentlemen, hazing must
it has
on the surface of each block as it stopped and stopped at once,
injured the college more than any
leaves the glacier.
Only last
of you ever could guess.
week a gentleman declined to give
MOST ANCIENT APPLE TREES.
us $1,000,000 because there was so
Hazing is a bad thing
much hazing.
in
New
Mexico,
by
Spaniards
Planted
financially."
300
Years.
They Have Borne Fruit
"How about morally?" asked the
El Paso, Tex. The oldest apple
orchard in America If not In the world
Is in the center of the ancient town
of Manzano, 18 miles southwest of
Estnncla, Torrance county. New Mexico. Many of the trees are more than
six feet in circumference, but all are
still fruitful and vigorous although
neglected for generations. Little i3
knowu of the history of this orchard,
but the oldest inhabitants of the valley of the Rio Grande remember the
orchard from childhood and claim
that the trees have not changed In
appearance since then. Venerable
Mexicans and Pueblo Indians tell of
visiting the orchard as far back as
they can remember and finding apples
on the ground in all stages of decomposition at least two feet deep.
The Estancia valley has been peopled for ages, probably by the kinsmen of the natives found by the Spanish explorers at Gran Quivira, Abo
and other ancient cities. Probably in
the early days of the Spanish occupation some Franciscan monk found his
way to Manzano and there planted the
seeds that have developed Into these
venerable trees. They are no doubt
fully 300 years old.
Close by the orchard is a little lake
A short disfed by a large spring.
tance away is a grove of pines and
cedars, making an ideal place for
picnic and camping parties.
MUST WED, ELSE NO FORTUNE.
Bachelor

Uncle Makes Short Stipula
tion for His Nephew.

Flndlay,

According to John B.
'Lowery, of Toledo, he will soon, he
hopes, set out for Australia to take
.possession of $20,000,000 left to him
by an uncle.
Duncan Cameron, the uncle, was a
.resident of that country and accumulated bis money in mines, bank
stocks and ships. He died at the age
lof 90 years. He was a member of
parliament and a man of Influence, according to the story. He never took
'a wife and by the terms of the will
If 1,000,000 is to be divided among the
O.

servants.

I

One of the provisions of the will is
that Lowery Is to marry before he
(receives the legacy, and for that reason he will not consent to have his
'picture published, fearing an avalanche of letters from many irresponsible women. He will marry as soon
as he finds a woman to his liking and
will then go to Australia to claim the
fortune. He says his wife must be
iable to maintain the dignity his vast
wealth will bring.
Lower) was left an orphan at the
age of li years and has been making
For
his own way since that time.
years he has operated in the Michigan
several
mining country and owns
mines.

Cadets Are Expert Fencers.
West Point, N. Y. In the first fencing tourney of the season the cadets
defeated Columbia, winning seven ot
the nine bouts fenced. In the first
round Large and Ayers tied, and after
they fenced an extra period the Judges
After
were still unable to decide.
the other bouts had been fenced Large
won thlB bout In the third period,
ilwyer won Columbia's other bout from
Halablrd In an extra period to declda
a tie. Dlcktnson showed up in his
form and handily won all
The army team was comhis bouts.
posed of Cadets Halablrd, Dickinson
and Ayers. Columbia wbb represented
by Berne, Large and Dwyer.
old-tim- e

Pt'TNAM FADKLKSS DYKS prorttire
the brighter nnd fasleat color with less
work and no mum.

student.

"Aw-aw- ,
really, there may be something in that, but aw the the point
has never come up, and I aw am
not prepared to answer. But the point
Is worth considering." Chicago Jour-

nal.

MORE BOXES OF GOLD
And Many Greenbacks.

light their candles at It.
pii.ek cTTnrn iw a xo

"Most men," said the man of experience, "think it must be awfully nice
to have a wife who takes things as
coolly as Dave Potter's wife takes
them; but others, more discriminating, prefer a good honest row to her
style of quiet cynicism. The way she
behaved the other day when she
found a letter in Dave's pocket from
a girl is an example of her method.
"'I don't seV wrote this girl, 'how
on earth I can ever live without you.'
"Dave's wife tead that gush, and a
lot more just like it, without ever turning a hair.
" 'Well,' she said, quietly, 'that girl
is a fool. If she knew you as well as
I do she would be wondering how on
earth she could ever live with you.'
"And that, in the opinion of the discriminating few, cuts a whole lot
deeper than a common, everyday rumpus."

T.

YOU WANT WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT
ALWAYS KEEP A BOTTLE OP

Fuller.

pat.

i
ll irimranteea to Mm an ' rise
or t'rnirjdiug i'llea In

PAZO I'INTMKNT
oi lirb nil. Hllnd.
Bio 14 uujiotBuuci reltinded. 60o.

ST. JACOBS

Many a man's Idea of hospitality Is
to brtng other men home and have his
wife cook for them.
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QUICK. SAFE AND SURE REMEDY FOR PAIN
WHERE YOU CAN QET

WHEN NEEDED.
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The General Condemnation of SoCalled Patent
or Secret Medicines

Ridge, Tenn..

's

Known Excellence and Quality and of Known Component Parts.

Oct. 13, 1905."

To gain the full confidence of the
of the world and the approval of
the most eminent physicians, it is essential that the component parts be known to and
approved by them, and, therefore, the Calilornia Fig Syrup Company has published for many
years past in its advertisements and upon every package a full statement thereof. The perfect purity and uniformity of product which they demand in a laxative remedy of an ethical
character are assured by the California Fig Syrup Company's original method of manufacture,
known to the Company only.
There are other ethical remedies approved by physicians, but the product of
the California l'ig Syrup Company possesses the advantage over all other family laxatives
that it cleanses, sweetens and relieves the internal organs on which it acts, without
disturbing the natural functions or any debilitating after effecls and without having to
increase the quantity from lime to time.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known under the name of
Syrup of Figs, and has attained to world-wid- e
acceptance as the most excellent of
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
known to physicians and the
of the world to be the best of natural
laxatives, we have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
Senna, as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtlessly it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs; and to get its beneficial effects,
always note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call for Syrup
of Figs, or by the full name, Syrup of Figs and Klixir of Senna, as Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company, antl the same heretofore known by the name, Syrup of Figs, which
The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists
has given satisfaction to millions.
throughout the United States in original packages of one size only, the regular price
of which is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C, the remedy is not adulterated or
within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 301I1, 1906.

South Carolina Game Cocks to Mexico.
Mr. S. M. Pickens is now shipping
12 game cocks to Mexico, for which he
receives eight dollars each, says the
Anderson Intelligencer. He has also
an order for 100 at five dollars each,
and 50 at eight dollars each, aggregating $996. Mr. Pickens has a large
number of fine chickens at different
walks in the county, and is getting together the '50 for the $99G order.
The breeds raised by Mr. Pickens
are the Ginn grays and the Warhorse.
They are excellent pit cocks and selected and bred to stand steel.
Osio. citt or Toledo,!
State or LliOAS
COOTY.
oath tht
Frank J. Ciirsrt ofmakes
Wi J. Chrxrt
of the Srm
.it
Ei.il

d

'
he U lenlor
Co.. d .lag
In the City of Toledo. County end State
afurenald, and that aald firm will pay the turn of
ONK HUMMED DOLLARS for each and every
caee of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the ute of
HiLL'b Catarrh Cokr.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me anil auuscrllied In my pretence,
title mi. day of December, A. D.. 1XMI.
- .
A. W.GLEASON,
rtOTART PrBLIC.
) eS
Hall's Cats rh Cure ll taken Internally and ecu
directly on the blood and tasnosl surface of the
...
Send for teatluMnlaK free.
CO., Toledo, O.
F. J. CHEXtV
Sold by all Drusntata. ISO,
Take Uall'sFainllr I'llu tor couitlpatlon.

Well-informe- d

I

Greenbacks
will be sent to persons who write the
most interesting and truthful letters
of experience on the following topics:
1.
How have you been affected by
coffee drinking and by changing from
coffee to Postum.
2. Give name and account of one or
more cofTee drinkers who have been
hurt by It and have been induced t
quli and use Postum.
3. Do you know any one who has
been driven away from Postum because it came to the table weak and
characterless at the first trial?
4. Did you set such a person right
regarding the easy way to make it
clear, black, and with a snappy, rich
taste?
6. Have you ever found a better
way to make It than to use four heaping teaspoonfuls to the pint of water,
let stand on stove until real boiling
begins, and beginning at that time
when actual boiling starts, boil full 15
minutes more to extract the flavor and
food value. (A piece of butter the size
of a pea will prevent boiling over.)
This contest Is confined to those who
have used Postum prior to the date
of this advertisement.
Be honest and truthful, don't write
poetry or fanciful letters. Just plain,
truthful statements.
Contest will close June 1st. 1907, and
oo letters received after that date will
be admitted. Examinations of letters
will be made by three Judges, not
members of the Postum Cereal Co.,
Ltd. Their decisions will be fair and
final, and a neat little box containing
a $10 gold piece sent to each of the
five writers of the most interesting letters, a box containing a $5 gold piece
to each of the 20 next best, a $2 greenback to each of the 100 nert best, and
a $1 greenback to each of the 200 next
best, making cash prizes distributed
to 325 persons.
Every friend of Postum Is urged to
write and each letter will be held in
high esteem by the company, as an
evidence of such friendship, while the
little boxes of gold and envelopes of
money will reach many modest writers
whose plain and sensible letters contain the facts desired, although the
sender may have but small faith In
winning at the time of writing.
Talk this subject over with your
friends and see how many among you
can win prizes. It is a good, honest
competition and Iu the best kind of a
cause, and costs the competitors absolutely nothing.
Address your letter to the Postum
Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.,
writing your own name and address
clearly.
325 boxes of Gold and

IF

let others

AT IT
Proof of Merit.
PRICE
30c
25c
AND
The proof of the merits of a plaster
Is the cures it effects, and the voluntary testimonials of those who have
used Allcock's Plasters during the
past sixty years is unimpeachable
evidence of their superiority and
Your shoe money will go 'mvVji((II
Jl HaS5?iff
Jrffnfll L'i
should convince the most skeptical.
m as lar II you buy the strong.
M
Ib no recommendation, but
Bv;
e
acd hard to wear out
m
certificaes from those who have used
irXi JF&iri
them are.
Allcock's are the original and genuine porous plasters and have never
been equaled by those who have
sought to trade upon their reputation
by making plasters with holes in
CHILDREN TORTURED.
'
tbem. Avoid substitutes as you would
,or boys ""d K'r'
They are made of the 'SJjSaWfiKirr $
Girl Had Running Sores from Enema counterfeit money.
K'-li-i
tKMrW
belt Reasoned upper leather and tough solid 'fclV
Boy Tortured by Poison Oak
soles and have fewer seams than other shoes.
tHW
B:v
VUm
Long
Sermons.
Both Cured by Cuticura.
Mark Twain tellB this story, the
Wtfi Mayer School shoes are shaped to prevent
fcV
injury to growing children's feet. They '(feV
may supply youryou
R:;;
which
of
moral
"Last year, after having my little self: "I went to church one time and
WEAR LIKE IRON
NaJP
girl treated by a very prominent phyW
is
was so impressed by what the preachsician for an obstinate case of ec- er told me about the poor heathen
XSSBKWwl Your dealer has them or will get them for you
'fcvClSS '"
zema, I resorted to the Cuticura Remis stamped
nooner- The Mayer
that I was ready to give up a hundred
ftiKEir&l
edies, and was so well pleased with dollars of my own money and even go
m
the almost Instantaneous relief afford- out and borrow more to send to the tr mw&Ktmnk
e also make ,tle "nnorD'l'" shoes for
5?ffilV&
ed that we discarded the physician's heathen.
"Wes'ern Lady" shoes
Cut the minister preached
prescription and relied entirely on too long, and my enthusiasm began to
f
the Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Oint- drop about $25 a drop till there was
ment, and Cuticura Pills.
When we nothing left for the poor heathen, and
commenced with the Cuticura Reme- - hv Ihf timn he wan thrmnrh and the
dies her feet and limbs were covered
col,ectlon waB taken up I stole ten
wun running sores.
in anoui six cents off the plate." Southwestern's
weeks we had her completely well, book.
and there has been no recurrence of
the trouble.
"In July of this year n little boy
In our family poisoned his hands and
arms with poison oak, and In twenty-fou- r
hours his hands and arms were
a mass of torturing sores. We used
only the Cuticura Remedies, washing
his hands and arms with the Cuticura
Soap, and anointing them with the
of an injurious character, which indulge in extravagant and unfounded pretensions
Cuticura Ointment, and then gave
to cure all manner of ills, and the
him the Cuticura Resolvent.
an.l
three weeks his hands
National Legislation Enacted to Restrict Their Sale
arms healed up. So we have lots of
have
established
more clearly than could have been accomplished in any other way
cause for feeling grateful for the Cuticura Remedies. We And that the
The Value and Importance of Ethical Remedies.
Cuticura Remedies are a valuable
household standby, living as we do
Remedies which physicians sanction for family use, as they act most benefit.
and
twelve miles from a doctor. MrB. Lizare gentle yet prompt in effect, ami called ethical, because they arc of
zie Vincent Thomas, Fairmont,
Wal-den-

The Mugger's Attendants.
While clambering up I noticed what
looked like the hulk of a ship, about
400 yards away, says a writer in the
London Field. It turned out to be a
monster crocodile; it must, without
exaggeration, have been 27 or 28 feet
long, and in its close vicinity were five
or six small muggers, looking like a
bodyguard.
I was afterward told by
an old Cawnpore resident that they
actually act as such, and give warning of any approaching danger to their
overlord.

If you have knowledge,

.v

...

Wages In Germany Advanced.
Wages in the machine factories of
Germany advanced last year 10 to 15
per cent.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

Onrfield Tea, an absolutely pure and effective laxative! Made of Herbs. Take it
to purify the blood, to overcome constipation anil to eradicate rheumatism und

chronic

San Francisco, Cal.
U. S. A.
London, England.

Louisville, Ky.

dineaneB.

N:w YorV, N. Y.

Minds of too many men are filled
with useless knowledge.
Mrs. Wlnelow'n Sootblnar Srrnp.

For children teethlnit, aofteu the gums, reduces in
flammatlou. allays pain, cures wind colli;. 25c a botUe.

Soft people occasionally
words.

use

hard

PATENTS
W. N. U

W.U.. R. Cut. nan. Patent Attnr
fi. Advice
ntv. Washington,
free. Term. low. Hitfhsat ret.
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DOUGLAS

SHOES

TIRED AND SICK
YET MUST WORK
"Man may work from sun to sun
but woman's work is never done,"
In order to keep the home neat
and pretty, the children well dressed
and titty, women overdo and often
suffer iu silence, drifting along from
bad to worse, knowing: wll that
they ought to have help to overcome
the pains and aches which daily
make life a burden.
It is to these women that Lydia
B. Pinkham'B Vegetable Compound,
made from native roots and herbs,
comes as a blessing. When the spirMRS. AUG. LYON
its are depressed, the head and back
aches, there are dragging-dowpains, nervousness, sleeplessness, and
go
to
anywhere,
reluctance
thete are only symptoms which unless
heeded, are soon followed by the worst forms of Female Complaints.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
h

Mrs. Pinkham's Invitation to Women

Women suffering from any form of female weakness are Invited to
write Mrs Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. Out of her
.'
ae of ex
perience she probably has the verv knowledge that wiil elp your
case. Her advice is free and always helpful.
.

$4.00

FOR

GILT

EDGE

8H0ES

CANNOT

BE EQUALLED

tb5? world

AT ANY PRICE

EVERYBODY AT ALL PRIDES:
to l.fll). Bnj.' shoe. 8.1 to SI .25. Worarn'l
M Lees'
04).

Hit.

Meu'e Mhoea, SJS
Shoes, ft 4. to lll.no.
Children's shoes, i.'5 to 91.
W. L- Douglas shoes are recognized by expert judges of footwear
to ims ins uest iu styie, ui aim wear nroiiucfii in litis country, r.scn
part ot ttin shoe and every detail of the making is looked after
and watched over by skilled shoemakers, without regard to
tune or cost. II 1 could take you Into my large factories at
Brockton, Mass., and show you how carefully w. L. Douglas
shoes are made, ynu would then understuud why they hold their shape ut be tier.
wear longer, and are of greater value than any other makes.
w. I.. niMiulas nam. ami iti r Is slampr.l on thr tiullom. which iirulri-tlha w.ar. r
blr
liriwa and (nl.rlnr shoes. Taks
ksbstllulr. Hold 1,, th. t shu. dsai.rs acalnat
rri.riwh.ro.
fmU Color Uttltl wrd txtliuiicfu. L'utnii mmltd ret. W. I ISO UWI.AS, Struck
iwa.lS

.

NO MORE MUSTARD PLASTERS TO BLISTER.
THE SCIENTIFIC

AND

MODERN

EXTERNAL

COUNTER-IRRITAN-

CAPISICUM

VASELINE

n

keeps the feminine organism ina strong and healthy condition. Itcures
Inflammation, Ulceration, displacement, and organic troubles. In
preparing for child-birtand to carry women safely through the Change
of Life It is most efficient.
Mrs. Augustus Lyon, of East Earl, Pa., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pink-ha"For a long time Isuffered from female troubles and had all kinds
of aches and pains in the lower part of back and sides, I could not
sleep and had no appetite. Since taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and following the advice which you gave me I feel like a
new woman and I eannot praise your medicine too highly."

DOUGLAS

W. L.

$3.00 AND $3.50 SHOES

EXTRACT OF THE CAYENNE

PEPPER PLANT

QUICK. SURE, SAFE AND ALWAYS READY CURE FOR FAIN. PRICE
TUBES AT ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS OR
IN COLLAPSIBLE
BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF lSe. IN POSTAGE
STAMPS.
DONT WAIT

A

15c

TILL

THE

PAIN COMES KEEP

A

TUBE

HANDY.

A substitute (or snd superior to mustard or any other plaster, and will not
g
blister the most delicate skin. The
snd curstlve qualities of
It will stop the toothache st once, and relieve
the article era wonderful.
Headache snd Sciatica. We recommend it as ths best snd safest external
counter-iHani known, also ss an external remedy for pains in the chest
and stomach snd all Rheumatic, Neuralgia and Couty complaints, A trial
will prove what we clsim (or It, snd it will be found to be invaluable in the
household and for children. Once used no family will be without It. Many
people say "it is the best ol sll your preparations."
Accept no preparation
ol vaseline unless the same carries our label, as otherwise it Is not genuine.
SEND YOUR ADDRESS AND WE WILL MAIL OtMty VASE-

LINE PAMPHLET

WHICH WILL INTEREST YOU.

CHESEBROUGH

MFG. CO.

17 STATE STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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